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Abstract: Relation of knowledge resources to competitive strategy is an emergent discipline in business
environment that led to shape and development new concepts in this area such as knowledge strategy. In This
paper, previous studies on knowledge strategy and its dimensions are reviewed. and then a framework for
linking knowledge resources to competitive strategy, is proposed. 
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INTRODUCTION strategy in linking knowledge resources to competitive

Knowledge has been positioned as a strategic asset
that is tied to the sustained growth and competitive THE CONCEPT OF KNOWLEDGE STRATEGY
positioning of the organization [1]. Despite the active
implementation  of  knowledge management projects, Knowledge strategy is a relatively new topic in the
many organizations have failed to realize the expected business literature, even though the concept of using
benefits of knowledge [2]. Finding solution for such a knowledge as a strategic tool to gain a competitive
paradox leads to shaping new concepts in knowledge advantage has been recognized since the dawn of
management area, such as knowledge strategy. To organized business [7-8].
manage organizational knowledge effectively, a defined The concept of knowledge strategy was introduced
knowledge  strategy  is  regarded  as  important  [1-6]. by empirical study of Biearly and Chakrabarti [5].They
Zack [1] believes that many executives are struggling to defined knowledge strategy as the collective response of
articulate the relationship between their organization's managers to the strategic learning needs of the firm.
intellectual resources and capabilities and its competitive Based on some criteria such as internal and/or external
strategy. He mentions that they do not have well- learning, radical and/or incremental learning, slow and/or
developed models for linking knowledge-oriented fast learning and broad and/or narrow knowledge base,
processes,   technologies   and  organizational   forms  to they identified several distinct generic knowledge
competitive strategy and are unsure of how to translate strategies among the pharmaceutical firms such as
the  goal of making their organizations more intelligent exploiters, explorers, loners and innovators [3]. For
into a strategic course of action[1]. example it is mentioned that innovators can be viewed as

In this paper, previous studies about knowledge the most aggressive learners in the sense that they most
strategy are reviewed and their focal points are presented. effectively combine internal and external learning. These
Based  on knowledge strategy concept and dimensions, firms have the highest level of internal learning, are strong
a framework is proposed that shows the role of knowledge in external learning, focus on both radical and incremental

strategy.
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Table 1: Knowledge strategy and its dimensions form the viewpoint of different researchers 
Researcher Knowledge strategy is … Knowledge strategy dimensions
Bierly and Chakrabarti [3] The collective response of managers to  Learning (internal/external-radical/incremental)

the strategic learning needs of the firm  Learning speed (slow/fast)
 Breadth of knowledge base (board/narrow)

Zack [1,6,8] Balancing knowledge-based resources and capabilities  Knowledge sourcing (internal/external)
to the knowledge required for providing products or  Exploration/exploitation, 
services in ways superior to those of competitors.

Asoh [5] Integrated set of strategic choices an organization makes  Knowledge sourcing (internal/external)
and excuses to orientate its knowledge-related resources  Learning type (individual/collective)
so as to ensure organizational goals  Learning speed, learning breadth 

 Knowledge base (board/deep) 
 Exploration/exploitation

Kasten [7] The set of guidelines that shape the decisions that  Knowledge scope (board/deep) 
an organization makes regarding the acquisition,  Approach to knowledge seeking and development
storage, manipulation and application of its knowledge base.  (proactive/reactive)

 Knowledge storage (in people/in technology)
Skyrem [9] Strategies that companies adopt to maximize the returns -----------

on their knowledge asset
Bierly and Daly[12] A firm’s set of strategic choices regarding two knowledge  Exploration and exploitation

domains: exploration and exploitation

Table 2: Knowledge strategy main dimensions
Knowledge-oriented Knowledge sourcing Knowledge sources within organization’s boundary (internal) or outside organization’s

boundary (external)
Knowledge scope Generic knowledge (board) or specialized knowledge (deep)
Knowledge storage Storing and sharing knowledge via technology(in technology) or via person (in people)
Knowledge seeking and Generating and experimenting new knowledge (exploration) or refining and using existing
development  knowledge (exploitation) 

Learning-oriented Learning source Learning sources within organization’s boundary (internal) or outside organization’s boundary
(external)

Learning speed How fast the firm rotates around it’s learning cycle (fast or slow)
Learning type Individual learning practices (individual) or group learning practices (collective)

learning and are one of the fastest learners [3]. Until now ends to be unique and difficult to imitate. And unlike
the concept of knowledge strategy and its dimensions has many traditional resources, it is not easily purchased in
been widely focused by researchers and consultants [1, the marketplace in a ready-to-use form. To acquire similar
3-5, 9-13]. knowledge, competitors have to engage in similar

As the summary, the focal points of some of these experiences. However, acquiring knowledge through
researchers are presented in Table 1. experience takes time and competitors are limited in how

Based on findings that are shown in Table 1, much they can accelerate their learning merely through
knowledge strategy dimensions are sorted in two greater investment [1]. 
categories: the first is knowledge oriented dimensions like Most of the literature on knowledge assets and
knowledge sourcing, knowledge scope, etc and the resources has focused on calculating the value of the
second is learning oriented dimensions like learning firm’s knowledge. But what really matters is not the
source, learning speed, etc (Table 2). measure of knowledge .It is how to most effectively link

KNOWLEDGE STRATGEY A knowledge strategy is the specific way a company
AND COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE optimizes the transformation of knowledge into a distinct

competitive advantage. It is tied directly to the company’s
What is it about knowledge that makes the business and competitive strategy. Knowledge,

advantage, sustainable? Knowledge, especially context- particularly technical knowledge, plays an important role
specific, tacit knowledge, embedded in complex in most companies. Some companies, such as research
organizational  routines  and developed from experience, and professional service firms, have always knowledge at

knowledge to competitive strategy [1, 3, 5, 7, 11].
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Table 3: Basic questions related to framework steps
Steps Basic questionsCompetitive strategy What is the firm competitive advantage?
Knowledge resources selection What knowledge resources we need 

to gain competitive advantage?
 Knowledge-oriented dimensions Knowledge sourcing Internal or external?

Knowledge scope Broad or deep?
Knowledge storage In people or technology?
Knowledge seeking Exploration or exploitation?

Learning-oriented dimensions Learning sourcing Internal or external?
Learning speed Fast or slow?
Learning type Individual or collective?

their core. But most of them don’t think of how to optimize
that knowledge for competitive advantage through the
specific logic.

A FARMEWORK FOR LINKING KNOWLEDGE
RESOURCES

TO COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE THROUGH
KNOWLEDGE STRATGY

Developing a knowledge strategy starts with the
notion that an organization’s competitive strategy should
guide their planning for knowledge resources [1, 5, 11, 13].
Following this approach helps top executives, answering
the questions of which knowledge should be managed
and developed? What knowledge resources are best
driven by competitive goals? Which of the current
knowledge resources are strategic? and what efforts are
appropriate for developing new knowledge resources?
The development of the knowledge strategy draws from
this approach, suggesting the most important context for
managing knowledge resources is the firm’s competitive
strategy and this link, while often talked about, has been Fig. 1: Framework for linking knowledge resources to
widely ignored in practice. Based on this argument a competitive strategy through knowledge
framework for linking knowledge resources to competitive strategy
strategy through knowledge strategy is proposed (Fig. 1).

Based on this framework a firm should identify its CONCLUSION
competitive strategy. Determining knowledge resources
that are needed for implementing this strategy would be Business owners and their management teams should
the next step. Other steps would determine the specific have clear objectives and ambitions on knowledge in their
approach that firm should follow to optimize businesses, especially for those knowledge areas with
transformation of knowledge resources into competitive high impact on the business competitive advantage,
advantage, which is the area of knowledge strategy that today as well in future. The knowledge strategy defines
was mentioned in the Table 2. On the other hand, after the needs, the way and actions necessary to achieve
determination of knowledge resources that are needed for these objectives and ambitions in terms of means and
implementing competitive strategy, a firm should identify language of business owners and management teams.
knowledge source, scope, storage, seeking and learning Therefore the management team should develop a
source, speed and type [1, 3, 5-9, 12]. knowledge strategy how to drive knowledge issues align

Basic questions regarding to each step of framework with competitive advantage [1, 3-5, 8, 12]. 
that should be answered by management team are listed In this paper, a brief literature review about
in Table 3. knowledge strategy was presented. Based on this review,
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knowledge strategy dimensions were distinguished and 7. Kasten, J., 2007. Knowledge Strategy and its
categorized in two groups: knowledge oriented and Influence on Knowledge Organization. Proceeding of
learning oriented. By focus on these dimensions and the North American Symposium on Knowledge
relationship between knowledge strategy and competitive Organization, 1: 44-55.
strategy, a framework about the links between knowledge 8. Zack, M.H., 2005. The strategic advantage of
resources and competitive advantage was proposed. knowledge and learning. International Journal of

Learning and Intellectual Capital, 2(1): 1-20.
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